
ASSESSING COMMUNITY 
INNOVATION CAPACITY
IN THE AMAZON PIEDMONT REGION

LEARNING TOOLKIT



Moments for Assessment

Baseline

● When: Start of the Community Innovation Capacity building program
● Purpose: To understand the existing structures, processes, assets, and 

challenges of participating organizations. This baseline can help identify 
the existing enablers and barriers to community innovation. It can also 
help Patrimonio Natural staff to tailor workshop content to the specific 
needs of the organizations.     

Assessing Community Innovation Workshops

● When: End of the workshop phase of the program
● Purpose: To assess personal transformation and organizational shifts or 

changes occurring during the first phase of the program.

Assessing the Prototyping Process

● When: End of the prototyping phase of the program
● Purpose: To assess the learnings that resulted from the prototyping 

process and document any outcomes that emerge.

Closing Assessment

● When: End of the Community Innovation Capacity building program
● Purpose: To assess changes in key elements of community innovation 

capacity during the program, capture the most significant moments and 
changes experienced by the community organizations, and synthesize 
learnings to inform future program design.

These moments for assessment were selected based on the design of LIC, in 
order to gather learnings from the distinct program phases and identify 
changes over time. They also represent important moments the project cycle 
where reflection and assessment can contribute to iterative program design.
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● Objectives, mission, 
value proposition 
(existing)

● Organizational 
diagnostic

● Collective Sense 
Making: How we work 
together

● Asset map
● Network map

● Individual 
reflection

● Reflection for 
iterative design

● Collective Sense 
Making: How we work 
together

● Objectives, mission, 
value proposition  
(revised)

● Individual 
reflection

● Reflection for 
iterative design

● Prototype proposals
● Prototype process
● Prototype Learning 

Outcomes

● Organizational 
diagnostic (#2)

● Asset map (#2)
● Network map (#2)
● Critical moments 

reflection

● Individual 
reflection

● Synthesizing 
learnings

Summary of Tools
Who are these tools for?

M
om

en
ts

● Reflection for 
iterative design

● Individual 
reflection

INDIVIDUAL 
PARTICIPANTS

ORGANIZATIONS PATRIMONIO 
NATURAL STAFF



WHEN: At the start of the Community Innovation 
Capacity building program

PURPOSE: To understand the existing 
structures, processes, assets, and challenges of 
participating organizations. This baseline can 
help identify the existing enablers and barriers to 
community innovation. It can also help 
Patrimonio Natural staff to tailor workshop 
content to the specific needs of the 
organizations.     

● Individual reflection

● Collective Sense Making: How do 
we work together?

● Objectives, mission and vision 
(existing)

● Organizational diagnostic
● Asset map
● Network map

● Reflecting for iterative program 
design

1 Baseline

LEARNING TOOLS:



Date: __________

Individual Reflection for Participants

M1  BASELINE

Suggested reflection questions for journaling

● Write down 3 or 4 important facts about yourself. What are the important 
accomplishments you have achieved or competencies you have developed in your life?

● What are your most vital sources of energy? What do you love?
● What is holding you back? Describe 2 or 3 recent situations (in your work or personal life) 

when you noticed one of the following three voices kicking in, preventing you from 
exploring the situation you were in more deeply:

○ Voice of Judgment: shutting down your open mind (downloading instead of 
inquiring)

○ Voice of Cynicism: shutting down your open heart (disconnecting instead of 
relating)

○ Voice of Fear: shutting down your open will (holding on to the past or the present 
instead of letting go)

● Watch yourself from above, (as if in a helicopter). What are you trying to do at this stage 
of your personal and professional journey?

● Watch your collective journey (the journey of your organization or community) from 
above: where are you trying to go collectively? 

● What 3 or 4 important aspirations, areas of interest, or undeveloped talents would you 
like to place more focus on in your future journey?



Date: __________

Collective Sense Making: 
How we work together

Suggested reflection questions

Shared Vision:
● What are we working towards together? 
● How do we hold ourselves accountable to that vision?

Leadership:
● What type of leadership do we want for our organization? 
● What opportunities / spaces do we create for individuals to develop their leadership? 
● What are the different types of leadership the individuals in our organization bring?
● How do we view, support, or engage with the leadership of the communities around us?

Culture of collaboration:
● What are examples of when we have collaborated effectively? What factors made that 

collaboration possible? 
● What are the biggest challenges to collaborating effectively? 
● What has collaboration allowed us to do? What has a lack of collaboration prevented us 

from doing?

Inclusion of Diverse Perspectives and Marginalized Voices:
● Do we create spaces for diverse voices to be heard in our organization? 
● Who are the extreme users of the system(s) we are working in? What value can their 

perspective bring to our work? How are we incorporating these perspectives into our 
analysis and action? 

Document collective reflections here… 

M1  BASELINE



Suggested reflection questions

● When and how were the organization’s objectives, mission, and value proposition 
developed?

● What images do these statements evoke?
● What is distinctive about these statements? (Technical expertise, 
● What communities are your organization’s objectives intended to serve or support?
● How visible / evident is the mission in your day to day work?

Date: __________

Organizational objectives, mission, value proposition (existing):

Document collective reflections here… 

Input existing statements here...

Organizational objectives, mission + 
value proposition #1 

M1  BASELINE



Date: __________

Organizational Diagnostic #1 (Appreciative Inquiry)

ASPECTO What is working / going well in each 
of these areas?

Strategy & Strategic Management ….

Leadership Style & Organizational Culture

Connection to the community or base

Leveraging local knowledge, practices, customs

Organizational stability

Openness to experimentation and risk tasking

Technical expertise to meet organizational objectives

Document collective reflections here… 

Suggested Reflection Questions

● What do you see as the organization’s primary strengths?
● On which aspects do you want to focus your energy over the next 6 months - 1 year?
● How did the group work together to do this diagnostic?

Organizational diagnostic

M1  BASELINE



Date: __________

Asset map #1:

Suggested Reflection Questions

● What do we notice about the assets? (type, etc.)
● How have we used these assets in our work?
● Do we have other assets that we haven’t fully taken advantage of?
● What additional assets would help us reach our objectives?
● What was the process of mapping our assets like (easy, difficult? why?)

Document collective reflections here… 

Asset map #1

M1  BASELINE



Date: __________

Network map #1:

● What do we notice about the network map? (Size, actors, sectors represented, 
geographic reach, etc.)

● What is the quality of the relationships in the network? (Who do we work closely with, 
have positive relationships with, have difficult relationships with, etc.) 

● How has the quality of those relationships impacted our work and ability to reach out 
objectives?

● Which (3-5) relationships are most critical to our ability to reach our objectives over 
the next 6 months - 1 year? 

Suggested Reflection Questions

Document collective reflections here… 

Network map #1

M1  BASELINE



Date: __________

Suggested reflection questions for Patrimonio Natural staff after 
Baseline Assessment:

● What capacities and assets does the community organization already have? 
How can we build on these capacities and assets in our program design?

● What capacities, areas of work, or relationships does the community identify as 
needing attention or strengthening? How can Patrimonio Natural address these 
needs in program design? 

● Did the baseline assessment reveal any questions, challenges or areas of 
opportunity we have not previously encountered in our capacity building work? 

● Looking forward, what are our key objectives for the first phase of the program? 
What outcomes would we like to see by the end of the first phase? 

Document Patrimonio Natural staff reflections here… 

Reflecting for iterative program design

M1  BASELINE



WHEN: At the end of the workshop phase of the 
program

PURPOSE: To assess personal transformation 
and organizational shifts or changes occurring 
during the first phase of the program.

Assessing
Community 
Innovation 
Workshops

2

● Individual reflection

● Collective Sense Making: How 
do we work together?

● Objectives, mission and vision 
(existing)

● Reflecting for iterative program 
design

LEARNING TOOLS:



Date: __________

Individual Reflection for Participants

M2  WORKSHOPS

Suggested reflection questions for journaling

● Over the last few months, what new aspects of yourself have you noticed? 
● What new questions and themes are occurring to you now? 
● What do you see as your strengths as a leader? 
● In what spaces does your unique leadership emerge? 



Date: __________

Collective Sense Making:
How we work together

M2  WORKSHOPS

Suggested reflection questions

Shared Vision:
- Have we noticed any changes in our shared vision in the last few months? Have these 

changes helped us work toward our goals?

Leadership:
- What type of leadership do we see in our organization? 
- What are the different types of leadership the individuals in our organization bring?
- How do we view, support, or engage with the leadership of the communities around us?
- Have we noticed any changes in our leadership in the last few months? Have these 

changes helped us work toward our goals?

Culture of collaboration:
- What are examples of when we have collaborated effectively in the last few months? 

What factors made that collaboration possible? 
- Have we noticed any changes in our ability to collaborate in the last few months? Have 

these changes helped us work toward our goals?

Inclusion of Diverse Perspectives and Marginalized Voices:
- In the last few months, have we created spaces for diverse voices to be heard in our 

organization? 
- Have we gained new perspectives from stakeholders from different parts of the 

system(s) we are working in during this time? Have these helped us work toward our 
goals?

Document collective reflections here… 



Suggested Reflection Questions

Moment 2: Assessing Phase 1
Date: __________

Organizational objectives, mission, value proposition (revised):

Document collective reflections here… 

● What has changed in the statements between the beginning of the program & now?
● Why did they change?
● What opportunities do these changes create for our work? 

Input revised statements here...

M2  WORKSHOPS

Organizational objectives, mission + 
value proposition #2 



Moment 2: Assessing Phase 1
Date: __________

Suggested reflection questions for Patrimonio Natural staff after 
Phase 1:

● What do the participants perceive as the most significant individual and 
organizational changes they experienced during the first phase of the program? 

● Did we meet the objectives or see the outcomes we hoped to by the end of this 
phase? If yes, what contributed to this? What could we invest in more in the 
future?

● Did this phase reveal any questions, challenges, or areas of opportunity we have 
not previously encountered in our capacity building work? 

● Looking forward, what are our key objectives for the second phase of the 
program? What outcomes would we like to see by the end of the second phase?

● What additional support or infrastructure will each organization need to move 
into prototyping and implementation?

Document Patrimonio Natural staff reflections here… 

Reflecting for iterative program design

M2  WORKSHOPS



WHEN: At the end of the prototyping phase of 
the program

PURPOSE: To assess the learnings that resulted 
from the prototyping process and document any 
outcomes that emerge.

Assessing the 
Prototyping 
Process

3

● Individual reflection

● Prototype proposals
● Prototyping process
● Prototyping outcomes

● Reflecting for iterative program 
design

LEARNING TOOLS:



Date: __________
M3  PROTOTYPING

Individual Reflection for Participants

Suggested reflection questions for journaling

● What did I learn about myself during the prototyping process?
● What aspects gave me the most energy? What were the biggest challenges I 

faced? What surprised me during the process? 
● Looking forward, how do I see my role in my organization’s work? How would I 

like to further develop my leadership? 



Date: __________

Prototype Description

1. ... Upload/ copy & paste proposal text here...

M3  PROTOTYPING

Prototype Proposals



Date: __________

Suggested Reflection Questions

● What did our collaboration look like during the prototyping process? Did we try 
out new ways of working together? What did that allow us to do? 

● Did the prototyping process expose us to new ways of thinking and addressing 
a problem? How so?

● Did we build new relationships through the process? Which?
● Did we use, develop, or discover new assets or capacities? What were they?

Document collective reflections here… 

M3  PROTOTYPING

Prototyping process



Date: __________

Suggested Reflection Questions: 

● How did the idea hold up in implementation?
● How connected was the outcome to people’s lives and wellbeing? 
● What did we learn?

○ What feedback did we get when we put the prototype into the world? 
○ What were the most instructive mistakes we made?
○ What did we learn about the problem we are trying to address (e.g. root 

causes of the problem, stakeholders involved, interconnected issues)?
● What lessons can inform our next iteration of work? What lessons can inform 

how we approach problems or challenges as an organization? 
● Do you think any elements of the prototype process or outcomes constitute 

community innovation? How so? 

M3  PROTOTYPING

Prototyping learning outcomes

Prototype What problem 
were we trying to 
address?

Learning Outcomes

1 …. ... ...

2. ….

3. ….



Prototype What problem 
were we trying to 
address?

Learning Outcomes

4. …. ... ...

5.. ….

6.. ...

7.. ….

8.. ….



Date: __________

Suggested reflection questions for Patrimonio Natural staff after 
Phase 2:

● What do participants perceive as the most significant individual and 
organizational changes they experienced during the first phase of the program? 

● Did we see meet the objectives or see the outcomes we hoped to by the end of 
this phase? If yes, what contributed to this? What could we invest more in the 
future?

● Did the prototyping process embody a spirit of experimentation and an 
openness to “fail early in order to learn quickly”? What enabled, or could have 
better enabled, that?

● Did the prototyping process reveal any questions, challenges or areas of 
opportunity we have not previously encountered in our capacity building work, 
or in the region? 

Document Patrimonio Natural staff reflections here… 

M3  PROTOTYPING

Reflecting for iterative program design



WHEN: At the end of the Community Innovation 
Capacity building program

PURPOSE: To assess changes in key elements 
of community innovation capacity during the 
program, capture the most significant moments 
and changes experienced by the community 
organizations, and synthesize learnings to inform 
future program design.

LEARNING TOOLS:

Closing
Assessment4

● Individual reflection

● Organizational diagnostic
● Asset map (#2)
● Network map (#2)
● Critical moments reflection

● Synthesizing learnings



Date: __________
M4  CLOSING ASSESSMENT

Individual Reflection for Participants

Suggested reflection questions for journaling

● What have I accomplished in the last year? What am I most proud of?
● What was the biggest challenge I faced in the last year? How did I approach it? 

What did I learn about myself? 
● Looking forward, what are 3-4 of my aspirations for my future? 
● Watch yourself from above, (as if in a helicopter). What are you trying to do at 

this stage of your personal and professional journey?
● Watch your collective journey (the journey of your organization or community) 

from above: where are you trying to go collectively? 
● What questions do you now need to ask yourself?



Date: __________

Organizational Diagnostic #2 (Appreciative Inquiry)

ASPECTO What is working / going well in each 
of these areas?

Strategy & Strategic Management ….

Leadership Style & Organizational Culture

Connection to the community or base

Leveraging local knowledge, practices, customs

Organizational stability

Openness to experimentation and risk tasking

Technical expertise to meet organizational objectives

Suggested Reflection Questions

● What changes did we notice in these areas since the beginning of the program? 
● What contributed to this?

Document collective reflections here… 

M4  CLOSING ASSESSMENT

Organizational diagnostic #2



Date: __________

Asset map #2:

Suggested Reflection Questions

● What do we notice about the assets? (type, etc.)
● What has changed between this asset map & our prior asset map (Moment 1)?
● How did those changes come about (developing new skills o new understanding of 

what assets we can use, accessing to new resources, etc.)? 
● Have these changes influenced our work? How? 

Document collective reflections here… 

M4   CLOSING ASSESSMENT

Asset map #2



Date: __________

Network map #2:

● What do we notice about the network? (Size, actors, sectors represented, geographic 
reach, etc.)

● What is the quality of the relationships in the network? (Who do we closely with, have 
positive relationships with, have difficult relationships with, etc.) 

● What has changed between this network map & our prior network map (Moment 1)?
● How did those changes come about? 
● Have those changes influenced our work? How?
● What do we notice about our own role in the network? 
● What are the relationships most critical for our work in the next 6 months to 1 year? 

Are they the same ones we identified at the beginning of the program? 

Suggested Reflection Questions

Document collective reflections here… 

M4  CLOSING ASSESSMENT

Network map #2



Date: __________

Suggested Reflection Questions

● What patterns do we notice in the critical moments on the timeline? (Can we 
identify different types of moments; do they appear at individual, organizational, 
or territorial scales; do these moments represent some kind of change?)

● What was the process of doing the Critical Moments Reflection like? 
● Did anything from this process surprise or impact us? 

Document collective reflections here… 

M4  CLOSING ASSESSMENT

Critical moments reflection



Synthesizing Learnings: 
Program, Place & Community Innovation 

Date: __________

Synthesizing Learnings for Future Capacity Building Programs
● Did we meet our capacity building objectives through the program? In what 

areas were we most effective? Where could we invest more in the future? 
● What do we perceive as the most significant changes among the participants 

and organizations during the program?  

Synthesizing Learnings about Local Assets, Processes, and Place
● What did we find most surprising, unexpected, or interesting as we learned 

about assets, processes, practices, and experiences of the participating 
community organizations?

● What new opportunities did we identify for strengthening our work, networks, or 
approach to development? 

Synthesizing Learnings about Community Innovation Capacity 
● Looking at the matrix, which elements of community innovation capacity did the 

program address? Where did we see the most change?
● What implications does this have for our work moving forward, in this and other 

communities?

Document collective reflections here… 

M4  CLOSING ASSESSMENT

Synthesizing Learnings: 
Program, Place & Community Innovation



Date: __________
APPENDIX

Additional photos + documentation

Document any additional reflections, visuals, learnings here...




